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Subsets of a Continuum by
Therefore, III gives a2 = a, so that we have THIEOREM IVa. The degree of any transformation of the complex projective plane into itself is a perfect square.
An example of a transformation with the degree b2 with arbitrary b is given by z zb (i = 1, 2, 3), where Z: z2: z3 represents a point of P and z: z2: zs its image.
Furthermore, according to the formula of Lefschetz4 the algebraic number of fixed points under a transformation of P is 1 + a2 + a4; but now we see that this number is equal to 1 + a2 + a2 # 0 whatever the integer a2. Therefore, in analogy with a well-known property of the real projective plane, We may point out that the assumption a 5 0 which we have used in deriving (3) and, therefore, in proving V is necessary; for a simple transformation of a surface of genus 2 shows that the statements of theorem V and of its corollary are not correct in the case a = 0.
6. The Method of the Product Manifold, introduced by Lefschetz, will be used in proving the contragredience formula (2). It may be described as follows:5 If x and ~ are points of Mn and n, respectively, and X = x X ~ the point of the product Ml X tl" which represents the pair x, i, then we write
and call P and II the "projections" on Mn and /V. We consider an ncycle Pn in Mn X Aln which generally is singular and say that x and 4 are corresponding with respect to P" if there exists an X on r8, so that (6) hold. If we interpret ~ as the image of x then this correspondence defines a "transformation" T of Mn into nu", which may be symbolically expressed
and similarly a transformation T-1 of /u into Mn, the "inverse" of T:
T-1(~) = PIH-(c). 
